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The Seedhill Strengths Map was part of the Evolve project and was created with Seedhill’s community and artist, designer and researcher Skyler 

Ridewood. With people being Seedhill’s most valuable asset, the people of Seedhill defined the map boundaries while local children artistically 

rendered the base map and the Map’s asset icons. The Map intends to chart critical assets in Seedhill, both in terms of services and places. You’ll find 

everything from play parks to community services on the Map. The Maps boundary was also co-defined by Seedhill residents, but vital assets on or 

outside this boundary were also included. The Map also has a digital counterpart on the RIG Arts Website (see link below). This digital Map contains 

more details on each asset, allowing users to learn more and contact specific services.  

EVOLVE was a community arts project offering free community get-togethers for Seedhill, full of creative activities to celebrate local identity and 

community pride! The project ran for two years and was delivered by RIG Arts in partnership with Williamsburgh Housing Association and One Ren, with 
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and for residents and community members of Seedhill, Paisley, which finished in August 2023. EVOLVE aspired to inspire and unlock community 

potential, create a sense of place, celebrate local identity and renew pride in the area whilst developing a creative vision. The project was part of the 

Culture Collective, a network of 26 participatory arts projects shaped by local communities, artists, and creative organisations. Funded by Scottish 

Government emergency COVID-19 funds through Creative Scotland, these projects took place across Scotland from March 2021-October 2023.
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EMAIL: INFO@RIGARTS.ORG

PHONE: 01475 720847


